
Call now
to arrange a quotation, site visit or
discussion about the ELCO range:

01268 546700

Follow us on Twitter for the latest news,
product updates and industry comments.
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The THISION® L EVO pushes the boundaries of engineering to offer the most
advanced and capable wall mounted boiler yet. It is not only superior in every
aspect of performance, but also incredibly flexible for commercial
environments. This is not just a new boiler: 

THISION® L EVO is the future of the boiler.

The commercial
boiler redefined

View the gallery of images

Feel the power

ELCO HIUs and R603
boilers at the heart of
new luxury development
Residents of luxury apartments at The Franklin in Bournville, Birmingham, are
benefitting from heating and instantaneous domestic hot water, thanks to
NEXUS FUTURA IS heat interface units (HIUs) from ELCO Heating Solutions.
79 highly efficient HIUs have been installed as part of a network heating
system, connected to three ELCO R603 floor standing boilers in a centralised
plant room.

As part of the complete refurbishment of the plant room, five THISION® L EVO
140kW boilers from ELCO have been installed at Horringer Court School in
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. The new boilers have been arranged back to back
on the THISION® free standing cascade frame – maximising output capacity
in a restricted area.

This year, ELCO has introduced more new products
than ever before, including two high quality boilers and
an exclusive range of CHP units. Plus, we’ve had our
products specified for some outstanding projects.

Here’s a recap of the best from ELCO in 2016:

The VARION® C-POWER range of CHP units introduces a new era of heat
and electrical power generation. With class leading efficiencies, a host of
standard features plus supremely compact designs, all models are perfect
for commercial applications.

Discover the boiler for yourself

ELCO boilers set for new term 
at Horringer Court School

Find out more
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